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Objectives

 Interactive session: 

 To help you to begin to organize your 
thoughts

 To think through the process from  idea 
to publication

 Provide essentials for scholarly writing

 Discuss the review process 



Why be an author?

 Share your expertise with colleagues 

 Establish yourself as the

“go-to” person 

in a specific content area

 Improve health outcomes globally



Getting Started
Blank Slate



Types of Writing
 Manuscripts

 Scholarly 

 Research

 Evidenced based or Best Practices

 Practice and principles

 Hot topics of interest to you

 Articles Lay people

 O Magazine

 New York Times

 Editorial

 Passionate about

 Documentary /film

 Hand hygiene

 Poetry



Jot down your 
writing type



What’s your Topic or 
Issue?



Co-Authors?????

 Highly recommended

 Choose complimentary colleagues

 Writing skills

 Experts in content

 Same or different disciplines

 Different skill levels

 Students, academic, clinical nurse

 Can meet deadlines

 Trustworthy



Get started writing! 
Set up time to meet



Who is your audience?
 Who do you want to reach?

 Connect to your reader

 Types of audiences

 Lay people

 Policy makers

 Your professional peers

 Clinical nurses

 Direct care

 Advanced practice

 Administrative team

 Managers

 Clinical directors

 Other disciplines



Jot down who your 
audience is



Choose ideal journal

 Select several potential journals and target one journal

 Match to journal mission

 Use journal as resource 

 Look for similar publications on your topic

 Download the author guidelines



Tips for Scholarly Professional Writing



Topic must address:
So What???  Or Who Cares???

 How does this information change 
practice?



Know the problem

 The critical “ain’t it awful” paragraph

 Use current, primary sources for citations

 Don’t be afraid to ask for help!



Provide the scientic gap in 
knowledge

 Why was you study/review/project needed?

 Review the contemporary critical literature

 Summarize what is and is not known about the problem

 Point out the knowledge gaps

 Conclude with a clear statement of the purpose 
(research questions, hypotheses) of the study (review, 
project) was designed to answer



Know where you are headed 
from the start

 BE ORGANIZED
 Create and organize work within a computer 

folder
 Begin to set up the manuscript according to 

guidelines
 Set up folder on computer

 Save guidelines

 Save and label document; title version 1, etc.

 Write notes directly on laptop or computer
 eliminate slips of paper

 If using multiple electronic sources, designate a 
thumb drive for your information



Follow the guidelines for authors

This is your roadmap to success



Reporting guidelines

 SQUIRE (Standards for QUality Improvement Reporting 
Excellence) 

 CONSORT (CONsolidated Standards Of Reporting Trials)

 STROBE (STrengthening the Reporting of Observational studies 
of Epidemiology)

 PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items of Systematic reviews Meta 
Analyses)

 MOOSE (Meta-analysis Of Observational Studies

 STARD (STAndards for the Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy 
studies)

 CARE (CAse REport recommendations)



Resources

 Read the APA manual

 Paiz, J. et al. (2013). Publication Manual for the American Psychological 
Assoication, sixth Edition. Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.

 http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/08/

 Nichol, A. A. M. & Pexman, P. M. (2010). Presenting Your Findings A practical 
guide for creating tables (6th ed) Washington, DC: American Psychological 
Association.

 Publisher resources

 Elsevier:  plublishingcamus.com

 Wiley Blackwell: onlinelibrary.wileycom

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/08/


Organize your thoughts

 Good articles have a beginning, a middle, and an end

 Outline first

 Read with fresh eyes and look for redundancy



Make the reader want to 
keep reading

 Grab attention from the get-go

 Use clear, direct writing style

 Use active voice instead of passive voice

 Don’t go overboard with adjectives

 Keep it “tight”



Be a student of good writing

 Make your manuscript internally consistent

 Learn the art of synthesis

 Avoid logical leaps or unsubstantiated conclusions



Practice good publication ethics

 Do cite primary sources 

 Do disclose potential conflicts of interest

 Do secure necessary permissions for previously 
copyrighted

 Don’t plagiarize or self-plagiarize material

 Don’t submit to multiple journals simultaneously



Get a critical review before 
you submit

 Experienced professional  (scientific content)

 Senior well-published researcher (structure/content)

 Logical reader (lay reader)

 APA format

 Revise according to the critique



Accept the journal’s 
mission and process

 What the mission is: 

 To publish good work that informs the discipline

 To provide opportunity for the dissemination of 
research/scholarship

 What the mission is not: 

 To publish Your work; 

 To edit Your work; 

 To interpret Your work



Embrace constructive feedback

 Most published articles go through at least one round of revisions

 Reviewers do not know the identity of authors

 Reviewers put themselves in the place of readers and often have 
constructive comments to help an author make an article more practical 
or relevant for the journal’s audience



A final thought…



QUESTIONS?
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